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Abstract—Today is the age of information and technology. We cannot proceed even a single step without it. We are fully 

dependent on information and technology. In this paper we will show that which image is best after recombined of RGB image. 

First we take .jpg image, differentiate it and then recombined to obtained the final image and again we  take the .png image, 

differentiate it RGB , recombined it to get final image .At last we will  compare the final image of .jpg and .png and see 

different. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

With the improvement in the field of data and innovation 

over the timeframe, new conceivable outcomes for 

correspondence among us are augmented. Internet business 

being quick and progressively solid technique for giving 

administrations developed as a standout amongst the most 

dominant method for collaboration between end clients like 

us and government offices, managing an account fields and 

different associations [1]. With the fast progression of system 

innovation, web has turned into the helpful media for 

transmission of sight and sound data. Different classified 

information are ceaselessly being transmitted over the 

system. Different strategies have been created to manage 

these issues.  Visual cryptography is presented by first in 

1994 by Noar and Shamir [2]. Visual cryptography is a 

cryptographic system which permits visual data (for example 

printed content, manually written notes and pictures) to be 

encoded so that the decoding can be performed by the human 

visual framework, without the guide of PCs. Visual 

cryptography conspire takes out complex calculation issue in 

decoding process, and the mystery picture can be 

reestablished by stacking activity. This property makes visual 

cryptography particularly valuable for the low calculation 

stack prerequisite. 

 

 

 

II. REGION MERGE 

 

The result of region merging usually depends on the order in 

which regions are merged. The simplest methods begin 

merging by starting the segmentation using regions of 2x2, 

4x4 or 8x8 pixels. Region descriptions are then based on 

their statistical gravy level properties. A region description is 

compared with the description of an adjacent region; if they 

match, they are merged into a larger region and a new region 

description is computed. Otherwise regions are marked as 

non-matching. Merging of adjacent regions continues 

between all neighbours, including newly formed ones. If a 

region cannot be merged with any of its neighbours, it is 

marked  nil' and the merging process stops when all image 

regions are so marked. In this paper Active Contour Method 

was proposed. An active contour is an energy minimizing 

spline that detects species features within an image. It is an 

edible curve (or surface) which can be dynamically adapted 

to required edges or objects in the image (it can be used to 

automatic objects segmentation). It consists of a set of 

control points connected by straight lines. The active contour 

is denned by the number of control points as well as 

sequence of each other [3]. Fitting active contours to shapes 

in images is an interactive process. The user must suggest an 

initial contour, which is quite close to the intended shape. 

The contour will then be attracted to features in the image 

extracted by internal energy creating an attractor image.  
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Figure-1: Basic contour formation 

 

In this research paper we have implemented Active contours, 

or snakes, have been used widely for image segment- station. 

A novel method incorporating geodesic curves and region 

information is introduced. The extra region force gives the 

active contour model a global complementary view of the 

boundary information within the image. The proposed 

method incorporates edge information, namely Edgewood, 

into Active Contours[5]. 

 

Edgewood-driven Geometric Snake or EDGS. The partial 

differential equation (PDE) resulting from this integration 

of,image Edgewood and region term is implemented using a 

level set approach. Experimental results demonstrate that the 

proposed method makes sound results, especially with 

respect to images within weak boundaries, and noise. In this 

paper  [6] researcher propose selection of seed points. Seed 

point selection is based on some user criterion. The initial 

region begins as the exact location of these seeds. The 

regions are then grown from these seed points to adjacent 

points depending on a region membership criterion. The 

criterion could be, for example, pixel intensity, gravy level 

texture, or colour. Since the regions are grown on the basis of 

the criterion, the image information itself is important. For 

example, if the criterion were a pixel intensity threshold 

value, knowledge of the histogram of the image would be of 

use, as one could use it to determine a suitable threshold 

value for the region membership criterion. In this paper L et. 

al [5] Seed Growing method is discussed. Segmentation of 

medical images using seeded region growing technique is 

increasingly becoming a popular method because of its 

ability to involve high-level knowledge of anatomical 

structures in seed selection process. Region based 

segmentation of medical images are widely used in varied 

clinical applications like visualization, bone detection, tumor 

detection and unsupervised image retrieval in clinical 

databases. As medical images are mostly fuzzy in nature, 

segmenting regions based intensity is the most challenging 

task. In this paper , authors has discussed about popular 

seeded region grow methodology used for segmenting 

anatomical structures in images. Researchers have proposed 

a gradient based homogeneity criteria to control the region 

grow process while segmenting images. Seeded region 

growing approach to image segmentation is to segment an 

image into regions with respect to a set of q seeds as 

presented in is discussed here. Given the set of seeds, S1, S2, 

Sq., each step of SRG involves identifying one additional 

pixel to one of the seed sets. Moreover, these initial seeds are 

further replaced by the centroids of these generated 

homogeneous 8 regions. The only drawback of SRG 

algorithm is the docility in automating seed generation and 

dependency of output on order sorting of pixel as deferent 

order of processing pixels during region grow process leads 

to deferent final segmentation results. In this paper  

researcher  proposed that Segmentation of ultrasound images 

is a midcult task, due to numerous artefacts and the presence 

of speckled noise. Dentitions between objects are often 

blurred and weakened by speckling. Consequently, 

segmentation methods for ultrasound must be resistant to 

noise. In this paper, a method called Seeded Region Growing 

(SRG) is tested in isolating regions of interest for later 

processing. The SRG method involves selecting points called 

seeds as the starting locations for the segmentation process.  

 

III. HOW SEEDED REGION GROWING WORKS? 

 

Figure - 2: Seed growing Method 

 

Figure 2 is demonstrated that how seeded region growing 

will work to grow pixel by pixel to achieve the segmentation. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

In this paper we first take the image with name IMG1.jpg 

(image is in .jpg type) we implemented it in MATLAB and 

differentiate the original image into the basic color i.e RED, 

GREEN , BLUE (RGB) and after recombined all the three 

images we get the final image as show in figure 3 below  
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Figure- 3 

 

Again we take image with name image1.png (image is in 

.png type) we implemented it in MATLAB and differentiate 

the original image into the basic color i.e RED, GREEN , 

BLUE (RGB) and after recombined all the three images we 

get the final image as show in figure 4 below 

 

Figure-4 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

After analyzing the above two images and taking some other 

examples also. We can concluded that .jpg is has lost low 

quality after recombined as compared to .png images. The 

final images we obtained after recombined the RGB images 

in .png has lost a lot of original quality. So when we 

differentiate the three colours of RGB images we should take 

the .jpg image in order to get the good result.  
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